Can-Am Spyder RT Rear Deck Rack
Installation Instructions
1. Start by removing the 6 screws from inside the bottom of the deck lid, so you can remove it and work
with the lid on the workbench.
2. Be sure to use plenty of masking tape so you will have a protected surface and a surface for marking
your drilling locations.
3. Carefully mark your holes using the photos, and physical measurements from the rack.
4. Carefully drill the holes a little larger than 1/4”, say 5/16” so there is a little wiggle room when you install
the mounting legs.
5. Now place the deck (lid only) back on the bike, and drill through the front holes where the short legs will
eventually go. (you should be drilling through two plastic pieces, the lid and the part the lid attaches to).
6. Place the deck lid back on the bench and put the rack in place fastening the longer legs with the nylon
stop nuts. Make sure that you use the fender washers and do not over tighten.
7. Re-attach the deck lid placing the short legs through the front holes you drilled previously.
8. Replace the 6 screws removed earlier and loosely tighten them to hold the deck lid in place.
9. Place the aluminum washer brackets in place on the front legs and then the stop nuts.
10. Confirm that everything is lined up and then tighten the nylon stop nuts and the 6 screws.
11. You’re done. Remember NEVER overload your rack or the rear compartment.
Enjoy your new rack. C-YA RL

Lower-longer-or rear leg drilling positions. 1 ½” from side bend and 2 ¾” from rear bend.

Upper-shorter-or front leg drilling positions. ½” from side bend and 1 ½” from pocket bend.

An alternate method that I now use is to mask tape a large area where the rear deck lip where the legs will set.
1. Now set the rack in place and while holding it mark the FRONT leg holes.
2. Carefully drill these FRONT holes using caution not to let the drill bit walk across the tape. Drill all the way
through the lid and the under support plastic.
3. Place the rack in place through the Front holes and now guestimate and mark the REAR or long leg holes.
4. Remove the lid, drill the rear leg holes, and secure the rack in place with the rear legs. Don’t forget the washers
on both sides.
5. You might want to elongate the FRONT holes toward the rear just a bit to make installing the now rear deck
lid/rack a bit easier.
Go to step 7 of the original installation instructions above to complete the installation.

